Thank you for the Purchase of the Litepath Chest Holster. It is handmade especially for you and
your gun.
Warning: Recognize

that it is easy to flag yourself or others with this

style holster. This means that the muzzle can sometimes be pointed toward something that you
do not intend to kill or shoot. Use an unloaded gun to test your holstering/unholstering, at least until
you have a safe way to handle your weapon without exposing yourself or others to the muzzle.
Most holsters will eventually allow for someone to be covered, whether the person
wearing the gun or someone else in proximity of the gun wearer. No matter the
condition you choose to carry in, eg; Condition 1 or 3 the rules of gun safety apply
to us all. Stay Safe!

Please make sure that it fits and that there is not any interference that would endanger you.
I hope you enjoy your holster. Any problems or questions please do not hesitate to write me as
tom@2aholster.com
In the natural order of things, screws will have to be tightened from time to time. If you run into problems, or lose
a screw, just let me know.
Included you’ll find an extra part or two, a longer backing-post to double up your neck straps too. Use those as
needed, when needed.

1. There is a take up buckle on each strap. Use those to tighten or loosen ad lib.
2. Try your holster loose or tight/tighter as desired. It may take a bit of testing to figure out what
works for you.
3. Folks running/jogging will probably benefit from the holster being on tight side; causing you to
stretch the waist strap to get the buckle snapped together.
4. I wear mine so that I have to pull the waist strap about one inch or so.
5. You’ll find an extra thumbscrew or two and extra backing-posts. One of those backing posts is
longer to accommodate placing the two neck straps into the same hole if desired. Also, this
holster can easily be worn with one neck strap.
6. Recognize that it is easy to flag yourself or others with this style holster.
7. If the neck straps are moving on the belt too much; add a stitch of thread to them or similar
measures to your satisfaction.
8. If the straps are twisting/crimping, just pull out an iron and iron them. I’ve ironed my own in my
tee shirt press at 330 f’ without issue. Sometimes happens if I’ve stuffed them in a go bag or
similar after a hike.

Thank you!
Tom

